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Outline 

•  A brief story of Key Assets and the Tasmania Sibling 
program 
•  Your sibling connections…. 
•  Practical example 1 – Reeny’s story 
•  Hearing from the voices of children and young people 
•  Practical example 2 – The Tasmania experience 
•  Research and outcomes from Tasmania 
• What can you do – steps and actions 
• Wrap up 



Key Assets International footprint – 
learning across the world 



A snapshot -  Key Statistics 



The 20 Assets…Why Key Assets 

CHILD 



Rees Centre 
Our commitment to research  



When did you last see your 
sibling(s)? 

• Workshop Activity (Handout) 



Reeny’s Story 

• Practical Example 1 
• Reeny will take us through her experience in brief 

and see how the threads that bind us through our 
siblings are impacted when this connection is 
disrupted 



When Siblings are not connected 
during childhood…  
How Child Aware is this ?  

Took 40 years for 4/6 to spend a first birthday 
together … 



Siblings in Care .. Marco …POLO  
•  Lived in three different placements  
•  Contact was centred on adults and our parents 
•  We never knew anyone's birthday let alone celebrating or 

present/card exchange 
•  Only found out birthdays in seeking family files on a 

genogram in 20s  
•  Contact was not about playing – rather telling the adults 

what was going on in the child's life  
•  Christmas.. Wondering are we going to see them, are they 

ok, who am I and why am I not with them.. 
•  Marco.. Polo …. Fish out of water when you do see them 

and if you here back ….Polo was limited and not 
consistent  



Having Foster and Birth siblings  

•  If no one tells you why you are not seeing them or 
living together you soon come to your own 
conclusions  
•  There was periods of over a year I didn’t see birth 

siblings  
• Peers in my community were seeing some of my 

siblings at their high school and telling me about 
them .. We looked alike and tell me more  
• Contact- what do all kids want to do .. Play, have 

fun, learn about each other and yes fight  



Reflecting on the care years 
and siblings  
• Why did it take 40 years for 4 of 6 siblings to have 

our first birthday celebration together 
• Was about the parents and less about the 

children which is reflected in research ( CREATE , 
2015) 
• Never had a phone call or technology available 

today however reconnected via Facebook  
• Child Aware or Parent aware ? 



Jac’s Story 

•  Jac was in foster care for 17 years and she is now 
25 years old. 
• Separated from her siblings for most of her life 

she provides the following reflections in respect 
to her three siblings. 



Jac wants workers to know … 



Brad’s Story 

•  The experience a child currently living in 
Tasmania's dedicated sibling group program 



Brad’s other siblings 

• Brad does not live with all of his siblings, but lives 
with his younger two 
• Brad actually has four siblings. 
• Here are his comments on not living with all his 

siblings. 



The Farmer Family: The experience 
of an intact six member sibling group. 

• When transferred to Key Assets on 1 July 2015, 
this sibling group was cared for by a residential 
care provider. 
• Our task was to find a foster carer not only to take 

on the care of the six children but also to move 
into the children’s own home. 



Audience Representation  

•  The Farmer Family – then and now 
•  Brian 16 at the time he came to the program now 20 
•  Nick, 15 now 19 
•  Jake 13 now 17 
•  Jane 12 now 16 
•  Gill 11 now 15 
•  Alice 6 now 10 



Imagine you are the Farmer 
Sibling Group 
• What do you get out of living with your siblings? 

•  Enduring relationships 
•  Identity 
•  Belonging 
•  Shared memories 
•  Comfort 
•  Safety  
•  Predictability 
•  To experience a shared culture / values 
•  To practice conflict resolution skills 
•  The making of relationships is sometimes the good, 

the bad and the ugly. 



The Sibling Group Program 

• Provides foster care placements for groups of 
three or more related children. 
• Provides social work support, training, practical 

support, respite and youth work to carers. 
•  There is a higher level of support provided than 

general foster care. 



How does Sibling Care Differ 
from Unrelated Foster Care 
• Multiple children arrive all at once! 
•  The sibling group arrives with a set of pre-existing 

relationships that the carer needs to learn and 
adapt to. 
•  The shared experience of trauma may mean that 

there is open discussion of what occurred in the 
family of origin.  
• Carers need to be involved in reunification – 

which is much more likely to occur if a sibling 
group is intact. 



Emergency Placements 

•  There is a buffering effect from being together 
when children are removed in an emergency. 
• Of the almost 50 sibling groups placed in 

emergency sibling care upon entry to the sibling 
care program only two sibling groups have been 
the subject of an emergency placement 
breakdown in the past four years. 



Critical Incidents 

Since 1 July 2015 the sibling group care program 
has recorded 37 critical incidents of all kinds, less 
than half of these relate to behavioural escalations 
by children.  



Schooling 

• All school aged children in the sibling group care 
program attend full time schooling. 



Recruitment of Carers 

•  The community connects with the idea of keeping 
brothers and sisters together.   
•  Though recruitment is always a challenge, we 

have recruited 45 carers in the last four years and 
currently have 36 on our books. 



Themes 

• Not only do children placed in foster care with 
their siblings seem to do better, the children and 
young people themselves report being more 
comfortable and settled. 
•  Their connections to each other appear to 

support enhanced connections with carers, 
schools and peers 



Why Sibling Contact is Important 
and being Child Aware 
•  In your adult years, genetic histories can become 

important 
•  Your own children will ask questions- who is this 

and why don’t you have contact or .. You do look 
and talk like them … 
• Cousins.. The supressed genograms effect 
• Sibling bonds- experiences, adversity, lifelong 

opportunities to make sense of what happened in 
childhood and start new bonds   



Opportunities to strengthen and 
promote sibling ties 
•  Every time a genogram is done- identify when the siblings last saw each other 

– date i.e. last known contact was Christmas 2018 – signals timelines and 
perhaps importance of planning contact  

•  Card and letter writing with photos between children who are separated 

•  Phone calls facilitated  

•  Names , ages and where siblings are living are important to know when 
separated  

•  Carers connecting – distances, but use of facetime and other means to 
support contact when siblings are not having contact  

•  The power of play- facilitating play between siblings- contact at a park, 
sharing food and ice cream- this is what siblings do when not in care  



Summary 
•  Sibling contact is highly important during the care years to ameliorate the 

experiences of care both -pre and in-care 

•  After Care- is a time siblings often want to connect and make up for lost 
ground and can make an important difference in new chapters in next 
generations  

•  Rebuilding lost identities /acceptance of care years  

•  Renewing relationships that can be very positive as parents ourselves  

•  Siblings are for life and its never too late to develop, establish new memories 
and relationships . 

•  Child Aware is about prioritising siblings- contact , bonding, and relationships 
as siblings  

•  Sibling experiences is part of Child Aware practices  

•  Brief example of letter written  



Siblings ….Are for Life  

Nurturing sibling bonds not only reduce the impact of the negative 
consequences while in care, but also provide a valuable support well into 
adulthood ( Herrick and Piccus,2005)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxIiPLVR6NA 



Conclusion 

•  Your siblings are the only people in the world who 
know what it's like to have been brought up the 
way you were  

(Betsy Z Cohen). 

• Sibling relationships are the most enduring of our 
lives and it is beholden on all of us to privilege 
them wherever possible.  


